




It was investigated about a “method improvement” of equity investments for beginners 
of NISA by using only a simple “to buy in the local minimum value, to sell at the maxi-
mum value” method.
This method is called “swing trade” in the stock investment industry.
In this paper, it was added a new condition that “Stock is not sold below the purchase 
price”.
As a result, all parameters (Average value and maximum value, minimum value, medi-
an value) of success rate were improved in comparison with those of previous paper 
(Kawamoto2016b).
According to this improved method, it was obtained a success rate of about 3  to 11% 
on average, and a maximum success rate of 34.6%.
However, although it was found that the success rate is improved by increasing the 
number of trading times, it was not found any improvement method yet.This is a future 
research topic.
Furthermore, another inspection is necessary separately whether this finding comes un-
der equally about all companies listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange.
This result is consistent with the results of the 4  papers that the author already pub-




An Introduction to the Swing-Trading of Equity 



















株式投資のシミュレーション（Simulation of Stock Investment）
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